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I. INTRODUCTION
R ESEARCHERS across diverse disciplines have been studying collective behaviors such as formation, swarming and schooling in animals. In engineering, scientists want to realize such behaviors in multi-robot applications in terrestrial, space, or oceanic exploration. Technological advances in miniaturizing of sensing, computing and localization devices [1] - [4] enable multi-robot of higher complexity to perform cooperative tasks such as surveillance, reconnaissance and rescue search. In these applications, one of the most interesting problems is to design a cooperative control scheme for a group of agents (pursuers) to pursuit a target (evader). This kind of problem is called pursuit-evasion game. Both the pursuers and evader try to apply certain strategies, based on the available position and velocity information, to maximize their chance of success in this game [5] - [7] . The classical pursuit-evasion game is a differential game [8] , [9] , which makes use of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs equation to design pursuit and escape strategies. But it is not suitable for multi-player games because it will encounter tremendous difficulties in the determination of terminal manifold. For the multi-player game, most of Xu the existing works [10] - [12] assume that the pursuers have maximum speed no less than that of the evader. When the evader has faster speed, it is proved that the faster evader can avoid point capture from any number of pursuers with a lower speed [13] . However, the pursuers can use some tools such as manipulator and net to achieve capture if the distance between the evader and any pursuer is less than a threshold [11] , [14] , [15] , which is called non-zero capture radius.
The existing works related to a faster evader usually impose additional constraints on the faster evader. (a) The faster evader is required to pass between two specified pursuers. A closed-form solution is obtained in terms of the elliptic functions [16] , [17] . The optimal strategy for each pursuer is proposed [18] , which analyzes the possibilities of capture and escape; (b) The faster evader is required to be located at the center of an encirclement formed by the pursuers. The parallel guidance law is used [19] to guarantee that the faster evader is always trapped in the capture domain, which requires that the pursuers be angle-evenly distributed around the evader. The problem becomes challenging when the faster evader is allowed to move freely without any constraint. The winning set and pursuit strategy for the one-pursuer and one-evader game are presented in [20] . The capture region is bounded for the one-pursuer and one-evader game [15] . Therefore, one pursuer can not capture the faster free-moving evader and more pursuers are needed to make capture possible. However, how to design a distributed pursuit algorithm for multi-pursuer?
The pursuit algorithms in [14] , [21] can trap the evader into the capture domain when the pursuers have the same speed as that of the evader. For the case when the evader is of a higher speed than pursuers, Ramana [22] divided the multi-pursuer one-evader game into several independent twopursuer one-evader subgames, and derived a solution based on a two-pursuer one-evader game with restrictive assumptions on the evader and pursuers. They try to increase each pursuer' individual success rate of capturing the evader without considering the group success rate of capturing the evader. The problem is that increasing each pursuer' individual success rate of capturing the evader may decrease the group success rate of capturing the evader, and then creates an escapable gap that the evader can escape successfully. Similar works can be found in [23] - [27] . The pursuit strategies in [22] , [23] , [25] - [27] are also designed to increase the individual success rate of capturing the evader instead of increasing the group success rate.
The pursuit-evasion game is a team game. We believe that increasing the group success rate of capturing the evader instead of increasing individual success rate is more reasonable.
There is need of an encirclement algorithm that cooperatively increases the group success rate of capturing the evader by trying to trap the faster evader within the capture domain. A Q-learning algorithm is proposed [28] to form a formation by increasing the group success rate of capturing the faster evader, but it requires discrete state and action spaces. For an encirclement algorithm that cooperatively increases the group success rate of capturing the faster evader, two issues need to be addressed: (a) If there are escapable areas, the pursuers should decrease the escapable areas and try to trap the faster evader into the capture domain. (b) If there is no escapable area, the pursuers should keep the encirclement to avoid creating an escapable area. Moreover, the pursuers should not only try to form an encirclement, but also try to approach the faster evader. Therefore, there is a potential problem of how to balance between forming an encirclement and approaching the faster evader.
In addition, in a pursuit-evasion game, it is of interest to know conditions under which the evader can be captured. The capture status and transition condition are given in [25] . Ramana [29] proved that it is impossible for the pursuers to capture the evader in a special 'perfectly encircled formation'. Excluding this special case, the existing capture conditions for capturing a faster evader require that the pursuers be angleevenly distributed around the evader [19] .
Therefore, it is obvious when the faster evader is allowed to move freely without any constraint, three problems need to be solved: (a) How to design an encirclement algorithm in continuous space to increase the group success rate of capturing the faster evader? (b) How to balance between forming an encirclement and approaching the evader? (c) Under what conditions, successful capturing of the evader can be guaranteed for random initial distribution of the pursuers.
This work is based on our previous work [30] , which presented the notion of overlapping angle and methods for the pursuit-evasion game with a faster evader. In this paper, we aim to solve the above three problems in the pursuit-evasion game with a faster free-moving evader. A distributed pursuit algorithm is designed for the pursuers with different speeds. The main contributions of this paper are as followings:
1) An encirclement algorithm is proposed to trap the faster evader into the capture domain. 2) An algorithm is proposed to balance between forming an encirclement of the evader and approaching it. The algorithm assigns surrounding task and hunting task to each pursuer. 3) Sufficient capture conditions are derived that involve the initial spatial distribution and speed ratios of the pursuers and the evader to guarantee capture, regardless of the strategy the faster evader adopts.
This paper is organized as follows: Preliminaries and problem description are given in Section II. In Section III, an encirclement algorithm is proposed to trap the faster evader into the capture domain. In Section IV, an algorithm is presented to balance between forming an encirclement of the evader and approaching it. Section V provides sufficient capture conditions. Section VI and VII provide the details of 
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Before describing the problem to be studied in the paper, we introduce some notions including occupied angle, coverage angle, overlapping occupied angle, and escapable angle.
A. Occupied Angle
For a group of n pursuers, a local time-varying coordinate system Γ centered at the faster evader' time-varying global coordinate p e = (x e , y e ) is shown in Fig. 1 . The time-varying global coordinate of pursuer i is denoted by p i = (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and its corresponding coordinate in Γ is represented by p ie = (x ie , y ie ) = (x i − x e , y i − y e ). In addition, the maximum speeds of pursuer i and the faster evader are denoted by V i and V e , respectively. The pursuers are governed by a single-integrator kinematic model:
where v i is the control input of the pursuer i. Remark 1. Without the information of the moving direction or escape strategy of the evader, the pursuers can not predict the motion of the evader based on a kinematics model of the evader. So, our capture strategy does not assume a kinematics model of the evader. (Suppose that both pursuer i and the faster evader begin to move with their maximum speeds along fixed directions at time instant t 1 . In the local coordinate system Γ(t 1 ), if they meet at a point m in a finite time t 1 + T in Γ(t 1 ), which is denoted by m = (x m , y m ). The point m must satisfy the following equation:
where λ i = Vi Ve < 1 is the speed ratio of pursuer i and the faster evader. Equation (2) can be transformed into
It is easy to conclude that m = (x m , y m ) is on a circle centered at C = ( xie Fig. 1 . This circle is known as Apollonius circle [31] . Two tangent lines l 1 and l 2 are drawn to this circle from point p e . The occupied angle θ i is defined as the angle between lines l 1 and l 2 . If the faster evader moves along a direction between tangent lines l 1 and l 2 such as l, pursuer i can always move in a corresponding direction to capture the evader at a point on the circle. In other words, pursuer i dominates 100 θi 2π percent of the free-moving directions of the evader. The tangent lines l 1 and l 2 intersect the circle at m 1 and m 2 shown in Fig. 1 . According to the sine rule, we have the following relationship:
Then the occupied angle can be expressed as
The occupied angle θ i is only related to the speed ratio of pursuer i and the faster evader.
B. Coverage Angle, Overlapping Occupied Angle and Escapable Angle
The local coordinate system Γ can be transformed into a local polar coordinate system L with polar coordinate
where r i is the polar radius and α i ∈ [0, 2π) is the polar angle in L.
A group of n pursuers that disperse counterclockwise in an ascending order with respect to polar angle α i (α i+1 ≥ α i ). For adjacent pursuers p ie and p (i+1)e shown in Fig. 2 , their occupied angles are denoted by θ i and θ i+1 , respectively. Then the coverage angle i,i+1 of adjacent pursuers is defined as
The coverage angle i,i+1 is divided into two categories: overlapping occupied angle if i,i+1 ≤ 0 and escapable angle if i,i+1 > 0. Both pursuers p ie and p (i+1)e can capture the evader if the evader moves along a direction within the overlapping occupied angle such as ν shown in Fig. 2 . But the evader can escape from capture if the evader moves along a direction within the escapable angle because both pursuers p ie and p (i+1)e can not occupy this angle.
Therefore, for a group of n pursuers, the group occupied angle θ G is defined by
Local Polar Coordinate System The group occupied angle θ G describes that a group of n pursuers dominates 100 θ G 2π percent of free-moving directions of the faster evader. Then the sum of escapable angles is equal to θ E = 2π −θ G . If all pursuers have the same occupied angle θ, the minimum number of pursuers n min required to occupy all the free-moving directions of the evader is obtained by
It is easy to understand that the faster evader will be captured by a group of n pursuers if all the free-moving directions are always occupied by the group. In other words, θ G = 2π is always satisfied. Therefore, The groups success rate P of capturing the faster evader is defined as
C. Problem Description
In this paper, we focus on a pursuit-evasion game with a faster free-moving evader, in a general setting:
1) The evader moves faster than a group of pursuers;
2) The pursuers have heterogeneous maximum speeds;
3) The moving direction and escape strategy of the faster evader are unknown to the pursuers.
The faster evader is said to be captured by a pursuer if the distance between the evader and the pursuer is less than the non-zero capture radius d c > 0.
There are existing works studying the escape strategy of the evader [18] , [22] . In this paper, we focus on studying pursuit algorithms for the pursuers to capture the faster free-moving evader. More specifically, the problem under investigation is stated as follows: For a group of n pursuers and one faster freemoving evader, given initial positions p i (0), i = 1, · · · , n and p e (0) with p i (0)−p e (0) 2 > d c , find cooperative velocity control strategies v i , i = 1, · · · , n such that there exist at least one pursuer i and time instant t c > 0 such that
Since the moving direction of the evader is unknown to the pursuers, to capture the evader, the pursuers should not only increase the group success rate P by encircling the evader, but also approach the evader by decreasing their distances to the evader. Note that there is a trade-off between encircling the evader by the pursuers and reducing pursuers' distances to the H u n t i n g D i r e c t i o n S u r r o u n d i n g D i r e c t i o n Fig. 3 : The surrounding direction and hunting direction evader. In the following sections III and IV, an encirclement algorithm for increasing P , a hunting algorithm for decreasing r i , and their trade-off are presented.
III. ENCIRCLEMENT ALGORITHM
Each pursuer has two moving directions: surrounding direction and hunting direction shown in Fig. 3 . The hunting direction points to the evader directly, and the surrounding direction is perpendicular to the hunting direction clockwise or counterclockwise. Therefore, the velocity v i of pursuer i can be projected onto the surrounding direction v is and hunting direction v ih . This section focuses on the problem of increasing the group success rate P . Towards this goal, the strategy of the pursuers is to form an encirclement of the evader by cooperation. A distributed encirclement algorithm is proposed for v is to form an encirclement. Definition 2. The neighbors p (i+1)e and p (i−1)e are the 'nearest neighbors' of the pursuer p ie if their polar angles satisfy α i−1 ≤ α i ≤ α i+1 . Assumption 1. Each pursuer p ie can access the position information of the faster evader, itself and its two nearest neighbors p (i+1)e and p (i−1)e with α i−1 ≤ α i ≤ α i+1 .
A group of n pursuers disperse counterclockwise in an ascending order with respect to the polar angle α i (α i+1 ≥ α i ), i = 1, · · · , n shown in Fig. 4 . The encirclement algorithm for forming and keeping an encirclement of the evader is designed asα
where 0,1 = n,1 , n,n+1 = n,1 , and k i > 0 is a surrounding coefficient.α i > 0 means that pursuer p ie surrounds the evader counterclockwise shown in Fig. 3 , otherwise clockwise. The algorithm (12) aims to use the sum of the overlapping occupied angles to fill the sum of the escapable angles. Thus, the group occupied angle θ G will increase.
Theorem 1. Consider a local polar coordinate system centered at a static evader' position at time instant t 0 , the 
Remark 2. The number of the pursuers n and speed ratio θ i are the known information and remain unchanged throughout
Proof. By combining (8) with (12), it yieldṡ
where 0,1 = n,1 , n,n+1 = n,1 , n+1,n+2 = 1,2 and k n+1 = k 1 . Let vector = ( 1,2 , 2,3 , · · · , n,1 ) T ∈ R n , then,
where
is symmetrical and the elements denoted by ellipsis are 0. If the pursuit-evasion game begins at time instant t 0 , the sum of coverage angles
Then, it yields
Substituting (8) into (17) gives rise to
The matrix M = [m ij ] satisfies
where m ij > 0. M has an eigenvalue 0 with the associated eigenvector 1 n , where 1 n is the n × 1 column vector [1, 1, · · · , 1] T , and all other eigenvalues have positive real parts [32] . In addition, all elements in vector will be equal [33] as t → ∞ lim t→∞ 1,2 (t) = lim t→∞ 2,3 (t) = · · · = lim t→∞ n,1 (t).
Combining (19) with (21) leads to
where n,n+1 = n,1 .
Since 2π − n i=1 θ i ≤ 0, it yields lim t→∞ i,i+1 (t) ≤ 0(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) from (22) . Combining (9) with (22) give rise to
(23) The group occupied angle θ G = 2π means that the evader is trapped into the union of each pursuer' capture domain. The maximum value of P = 1 (11) is achieved. In addition, when the group occupied angle θ G = 2π and all coverage angles satisfy i,i+1 (t) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, we haveθ G = 0, and the group occupied angle will remain as 2π. Therefore, the algorithm (12) can trap and keep the evader within the union of each pursuer' capture domain.
For each pursuer p ie (r i , α i ) in local polar coordinate system L shown in Fig. 3 , according to the relationship ||v is || 2 = |α i |r i , (α i ∈ R) between linear velocity and angular velocity, the surrounding velocity control v is under encirclement algorithm (12) is obtained by
IV. VELOCITY CONTROL AND TRADE-OFF ALGORITHM

A. Velocity Control
The ultimate aim of the pursuers is to capture the faster evader. To decrease their distances to the evader, each pursuer should try to move closer to the evader along the hunting direction shown in Fig. 3 . For a group of n pursuers, the hunting algorithm is designed aṡ
where h i > 0 is the hunting coefficient. The hunting velocity along the hunting direction shown in Fig. 3 is denoted by
Therefore, for any pursuer p ie (α i , r i ), its distributed pursuit velocity control law can be obtained by
The velocity control law (27) is designed based on (24) and (26) . Under velocity control law (27) , the group of n pursuers not only try to trap and keep the evader within the union of each pursuer' capture domain, but also try to approach the evader.
Note that v is is for forming an encirclement to increase group success rate P and v ih is for approaching the evader to decrease r i . Since v is is perpendicular to the v ih , forming an encirclement and approaching the evader are two independent processes. A trade-off algorithm is needed to choose the values of surrounding coefficient k i and hunting coefficient h i to enable the capturing of the faster free-moving evader.
B. Trade-off Algorithm
In the pursuit-evasion game, the pursuers move with their maximum speed denoted by V i = ||v is || 2 2 + ||v ih || 2 2 . From (24) and (26), we have
where β i ∈ [0, π 2 ] is the trade-off coefficient shown in Fig. 3 . Then, it yields
To ensure the property of Theorem 1, k i > 0 is required. For the case of | i,i+1 − i−1,i |, β i = 0, the surrounding coefficient is set as k i = 1. Note that k i and h i in (30) and (31) are time-varying parameters.
The value of surrounding coefficient k i and hunting coefficient h i are determined by the trade-off coefficient β i shown in (30) and (31) . Hence, the trade-off problem becomes how to design the trade-off coefficient β i . The trade-off algorithm for designing β i should have two characteristics:
(i) β i (|α i |, r i ) is a monotonic increasing function with respect to |α i |; (ii) β i (|α i |, r i ) is a concave function with respect to r i .
Next, the analysis for the above two characteristics is given:
Small |α i | means pursuer i tends not to change its polar angle, so pursuer i should focus on the hunting with small β i . But when |α i | = |k i ( i,i+1 − i−1,i )| is large, the gap between coverage angles i,i+1 and i−1,i is large. Pursuer i should focus on the surrounding to decrease this gap with large β i . Therefore, β i (|α i |, r i ) should be designed as a monotonic increasing function with respect to |α i |. From (8) and (12), it yields
2) In the pursuit-evasion game, if a pursuer is close to the faster evader, it should focus on hunting because it has better chance to capture the evader. If a pursuer is far from the faster evader, it should also focus on hunting because it needs to increase its chance to capture the evader by decreasing its distance to the evader. Therefore, the β i (|α i |, r i ) should be designed as a concave function with respect to r i . Based on the above two characteristics, a trade-off algorithm for β i is designed as
where surrounding factor δ i ∈ [0, 1] and hunting factor γ i ∈ [0, 1] are
Remark 3. Note that the choice of trade-off coefficient β i is flexible. Here, we provide one solution (33) .
In a pursuit-evasion game, the aim is to capture the evader rather than purely surround the evader. Therefore, even if the surrounding factor δ i equals its maximum value (max δ i = 1), the trade-off coefficient β i is still less than π 2 . The pursuer i will always has a component along the hunting direction, thus h i > 0 in (31) is satisfied.
V. CAPTURE CONDITION
This section aims to find sufficient capture conditions, which guarantee that the group occupied angle θ G equals 2π at any time instant t. Definition 3. If the pursuer p i can obtain the position information of the pursuer p j , pursuer p j is called a neighbor of the pursuer p i . All the neighbors of the pursuer p i are denoted by the set Ω i . Fig. 5 is a polygon formed by the n pursuers, whose vertices are the pursuers' positions. Each pursuer p i has two edges connecting to other two pursuers p z and p k . The polygon maintenance set S i for the pursuer p i is defined as S i = {p z , p k }.
Definition 4. A n-pursuer polygon shown in
Lemma 1. In the local polar coordinate system L centered at the evader' position, the included angle φ ij ≤ π formed by two pursuers and the evader shown in Fig. 5 satisfies φ ij − θi+θj 2 ≤ 0 if the distance d i,j between the pursuers p ie (α i , r i ) and p je (α j , r j ) satisfies
(36) n-pursuer polygon Fig. 5 : n-pursuer polygon and included angle.
Proof. From (5), it yields cos θ i = 1 − 2λ 2 i and θ i < π. Then, we have
For the included angle φ ij :
Lemma 2. For a faster evader p e which is inside a n-pursuer polygon, if the edge length of the polygon is no more than 2d c λ min , where λ min = min(λ 1 , · · · , λ n ) is the minimum speed ratio among all the pursuers, the group occupied angle θ G equals 2π.
Proof. The distance between the faster evader p e and any pursuer is larger than d c if the evader is not captured. For the local polar coordinate system L centered at the evader' position p e , each edge in the n-pursuer polygon has two vertices where two pursuers p ie (α i , r i ) and p je (α j , r j ) are situated. Since the distance d i,j between p ie and p je satisfies d i,j ≤ 2d c λ min , the coverage angle i,j satisfies i,j = φ ij − θi+θj 2 ≤ 0 from Lemma 1. Therefore, all the coverage angles i,j are no more than 0, then the group occupied angle θ G equals 2π from (8) and (9) .
To ensure the length of any edge in the n-pursuer polygon is no more than 2d c λ min , a distance maintenance set D m i for the pursuer p i is defined as
where S i is the polygon maintenance set defined in the Definition 4. The following potential function is adopted [34] to maintain the distance between p i and any pursuer p j ∈ D m If the pursuers are required to keep a specified safe distance R o from each other, an inter-collision avoidance set is defined for the pursuer p i
where Ω i is defined in the Definition 3. The following potential function can be used to avoid inter-collision
The distance maintenance and inter-collision avoidance velocity control v im is designed as
where sgn( · ) is the signum function and b > 0. Then, the velocity control law v i in (27) becomes
Considering that pursuer i moves with maximum speed denoted by V i , the velocity control law (45) can be revised
For the potential function T ij = Q ij + U ij , an example is given in Fig. 6 with R c = 30, R f = 50, R b = 20, and R o = 5.
Theorem 2. In a pursuit-evasion game with a faster freemoving evader who is inside a n-pursuer polygon at initial time instant t 0 , the velocity control law (46) achieves the desired cooperative pursuit with distance maintenance and inter-collision avoidance at time instant t > t 0 , such that the faster free-moving evader will be captured by the pursuers if the following conditions are satisfied: Proof. Since R b < R c , the potential functions Q ij and U ij work in the different regions and do not affect each other. Therefore, the intersection of distance maintenance set D m i and inter-collision avoidance set
The distances ||p i (t) − p j (t)|| 2 < R f ≤ 2d c λ min , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, p j ∈ S i and R o < ||p i (t) − p j (t)|| 2 , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, p j ∈ Ω i are guaranteed at time instant t > t 0 because if ||p i (t) − p j (t)|| 2 → R f and ||p i (t) − p j (t)|| 2 → R o , the Lyapunov function will go to infinity, which contradicts the fact thatV ≤ 0. Therefore, the pursuers can avoid the inter-collision and the group occupied angle θ G equals 2π at any time instant t > t 0 from Lemma 2. In other words, the faster evader will be trapped in the union of each pursuer' capture domain at any time instant t > t 0 and will be finally captured regardless of the strategy the evader adopts.
It is well known that when the length of any side of a convex polygon is no more than 2d c λ min , the radius of the circumcircle is no more than dcλmin sin( π n ) . For forming a convex polygon with the radius of the circumcircle being R p > d c , the number of the pursuers n required to ensure capture satisfies:
Compared with the existing sufficient capture conditions in [19] that the pursuers should have the same maximum speed and should be angle-evenly distributed around the evader at the beginning of the game, the proposed capture conditions only require the distance maintenance of the n-pursuer polygon.
VI. SIMULATION
A. Pursuit-evasion Game Simulation without Distance Maintenance
The three-pursuer one-evader game is simulated using Matlab. We first show the performance of distributed pursuit algorithm (27) with the trade-off algorithm (33) . In order to occupy all the free-moving directions of the evader, we have θ i ≥ 2π 3 from (10). Then the speed ratio must satisfy λ i ≥ sin( θ 2 ) = 0.86 from (5). In the simulation, the speed ratio of pursuer i to the evader is set as λ i = Vi Ve = 9 10 with V e = 2, i = 1, 2, 3. 
where the parameter in (50) is set as k e = 140. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. The pursuers first tried to form an encirclement because there is an escapable angle for the evader to escape. The group occupied angle is increased to 2π at time instant 9s, then the pursuers focuses on the hunting and the evader is finally captured. The simulation result validates the effectiveness of distributed pursuit algorithm (27) with the trade-off algorithm (33) .
2) The effects of Speed Ratio on Pursuit-evasion Game: One important parameter for pursuit-evasion game is the speed ratio. Smaller speed ratio Vi Ve means that pursuer i has less chance to capture the evader. If the speed ratio is set as λ i = Vi Ve = 0.8 with V e = 2, i = 1, 2, 3, the occupied angle is θ i = 2 arcsin(0.8) 0.59π < 2π 3 , i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, the conditions 1,2 (t), 2,3 (t), 3,1 (t) < 0 can not be satisfied at any time instant. There is always an escapable angle for the evader to escape from capture shown in Fig. 9 . 
From Theorem 2, the evader will be captured under the velocity control law (46) regardless of the strategy of the evader. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 10 . The length of each edge is maintained ||p i (t) − p j (t)|| 2 < R f < 2d c λ min (i = 1, · · · , 12; p j ∈ S i ; t > t 0 ). The group occupied angle equals 2π at any time instant t > t 0 . There is no chance for the evader to escape from capture, which will be finally captured.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
We will demonstrate the pursuit-evasion game using multiple ground robots. More information about the experiments is released at https://chenwang.site/cooperative-pursuit. The kinematic models of the ground robot are more complex than the proposed kinematic model (1) . The proposed velocity control law v i can be regarded as the cooperative path planning for robots.
We built four micro-ground robots, each of which contains an embedded computing board for decision making and a ZigBee module for communication with an external camera positioning system, which is able to recognize and localize the colored circle markers carried by robots. The camera positioning system is implemented in Ubuntu using the OpenCV library. The speed ratio is set as λ i = sin( 3π 8 ), i = 1, 2, 3. The experiment is carried out under the velocity control law (27) with the trade-off algorithm (33) . Since the moving direction and escape strategy of the evader are unknown to the pursuers, to test the unpredictable moving direction, we choose to control the evader manually. Some snapshots of the pursuit-evasion game from the overlook view are shown in Fig. 10 : The pursuit-evasion game with distance maintenance and inter-collision avoidance. Fig. 11 , where the real-time moving directions of the robots are marked by the arrows. The experimental results show that the pursuers can achieve capture by cooperation even if the moving direction and escape strategy of the evader are unknown to the pursuers. The evader slows down when it makes a turn and then the pursuers get an opportunity to capture it by cooperation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a distributed pursuit algorithm is proposed for the pursuit-evasion game with a faster free-moving evader. The encirclement algorithm can form and keep an encirclement, which traps and keeps the faster evader into the union of each pursuer' capture domain. The trade-off algorithm can balance between forming an encirclement and approaching the evader. In addition, sufficient capture conditions are derived that involve the initial spatial distribution and speed ratios to guarantee capture.
